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Such disrespectful reference to one’s dead grandmother almost HoofThose remaining about the high school building were
very much excited over the sudden demise and the nonchalent manner

ed the teacher.
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Mr. C. N. Porter visited In- ’.nri
'Special to Tlic Stari
hi lumps this note
"Put. Kathleen Ilot'd m that Mu Shelby eonmis Mr. and Mrs, Joe Potlr.’ of
New Prospect,
April. 30. People test and you'll not tit eel any judges; the contest will be over.”
Buffalo Sunday.
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ner guest 01 Miss Efflic
Mi^ii planting is be- every word of it; but we'd bet that he has stuttered every tune he lytsi
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number of students all upset over at• the Shelby high school one
Uhi week.
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dainty ivory
and lustrous satin black. Smooth
portslain, lacquer and baked enamel finishes
Sturdy steel construction.
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need for quick roasting, for biscuits and
pastry baking, yet easily controlled for
custards and angel cake.
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